Assessment Plan - REST API

Handy links

- LDP specification
- Fedora 4 ontologies

Current game plan

We intend to develop an API partitioning featuring a minimal core or baseline to which may be added orthogonal suites of optional features.

Current Work

Factor the list of API portions as fully as possible, present that work to TWG

Consider the parallel factoring of the Fedora ontologies

Determine whether the LDP non-RDF source specification will be sufficient to describe the behavior of Fedora 4 bytestreams, or whether something more and more particular is needed

Deliverables

A clear explanation of the relationship between LDP and Fedora

- Particularly the place of bytestreams

API specification for human audience

Ontologies that are fully factored for API portions

TCK (test suite) for each API specification portion

- Probably based on LDP test suite

LDP Test Suite Report